
Our most popular model just got better! The Clinician’s fine handmade furniture 
construction sets Oakworks® Spa Tables apart from the rest. It offers the perfect blend 
of beauty, function and value with options to have it reflect your spa’s aesthetic. Now it 
comes standard with a removable and replaceable top!

Flat Top Lift Assist Salon

Padding and fabric on tables never last 
as long as the bases, and occasionally 
they get damaged; in the past you had to 
replace the whole table. Our new design 
features finger knobs that can be removed 
in minutes, allowing you to remove the 
foam and fabric and install a new one 
without any special tools so your table will 
be serviceable for much longer. 

CLINICIAN ADJUSTABLE SERIES

FEATURES

New! 
One Piece Removable Pad

Lift Assist Backrest

Adjustable Lift System
Our most economical system, the  
adjustable leg system utilizes a single 
knob per leg that securely locks the  
table at the chosen height.

Storage (Optional)

Discretely store your supplies by using 
the in-tables cabinet. The sliding doors 
offer an opening for access to stored 
accessories and supplies. They are easy 
to open even when the table is heavily 
draped.
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TABLE SPECIFICATIONS
Height Adjustment Manually with Rubber Grip Knobs

Weight Capacity 500 lbs. (249.5 kg)

Fabric TerraTouch - Medical Grade,  ISO 10993

Finish Water Based Stain or Lacquer

Padding 4” (10.2 cm) or 6” (15.2 cm) AeroCel™  (Optional)

Height Range 4” (10.2 cm) pad 26” - 37.5” (66 cm - 95 cm) 

Width 29” (73.6 cm), 31” (78.7 cm), 33” (84 cm)

Length 73” (185.4 cm)

Options
(must be ordered with table) Storage

Warranty 3 years parts, 2 years labor

Safety Listings cETLus listed 3034177

• New! Removable and replaceable padding
 • AeroCel™ padding for ultimate comfort
• Large height range - 26” - 37.5” 

SPECIFICATIONS

BOIANCE SHELF 
SUPPORT
The shelf and bracket used 
together allow you to create the 
perfect place for clients arms 
when working on their back. The 
shelf can also be used alone as 
a head support for facials and 
other aesthetic treatments. The 
shelf is designed to allow thera-
pists to relax their shoulders 
while working on clients, mini-
mizing stress and injuries. 

STAINS LACQUERS
Cherry Walnut Natural Grey Ebony Bone

Sage Blue GrassEarthHeron Ocean Sapphire Stone

ClayOpalRuby OrchidCoalPewter White

TERRATOUCH COLORS
Meets the requirements of ISO 10993-1:2009 Biological Evaluation of Medical 
Tables & passes testing for Cytotoxicity, Skin Irritation & Sensitization as well 
as CA TB117 Fire Retardance testing. Please refer to the product cleaning 
instructions for a list of approved cleaners and disinfectants.

ADJUSTABLE 
SIDE ARMREST
These versatile and comfortable 
removable arm rests feature a 
wide range of positions. They 
always stay level, regardless of 
the backrest angle. They offer 
comfortable positioning and can 
be moved completely out of the 
way to allow guests to get on and 
off the table easily.

Accessories Adjustable Side Arm Rests, Boiance Shelf Support, 
Boiance Face Rest Cushion, Quick Lock Face Rest 

DOORS
Our doors are sliding doors because this design is the most 
functional. They are easy to open even when the table is heavily 
draped and need less room than hinged doors in small rooms.

Frame and 
Panel Wood

One Piece
Slotted Wood

One Piece
Frosted Acrylic

This patented pad is the most comfortable on the market. 
And the pad is everything! The unique design features wa-
ter balls that float the face and maximize natural circula-
tion in the skin while minimizing sinus pressure. 

BOIANCE™ FACE REST CRESCENT

The industry favorite for 20 years, this super adjustable 
platform securely locks in place at exactly the right posi-
tion for every client. Available in black or vanilla.

QUICKLOCK™ FACE REST PLATFORM


